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The Magical Unicorn Society: the Dark Heart Unicorns
2024-10-03

a brand new compendium from the magical unicorn society exploring the shadowy and mysterious world of the dark hearts
the magical unicorn society is opening its doors once again to reveal an exciting and previously undiscovered family of
unicorns called the dark hearts long ago there was a conflict among the unicorn families and a ninth blessing was banished
from our world to a dark and dreadful place called the shadow realm here they were forced to live in exile with terrifying
beasts but worst of all the creator of these malevolent creatures the demon king himself previously undiscovered and
misunderstood it is now time to explore the truth about the dark hearts this beautifully illustrated compendium brings
together the untold stories of their creation and banishment as well as special encounters with the dark hearts from all
over the world the book culminates in an epic battle between the nine unicorn families and the dark forces of the shadow
realm in an effort to protect all life on earth featuring fact files which examine the unique features and special powers of
the dark hearts as well as tips for how to spot them in the wild this compendium presents everything readers need to know
about these beautiful and elusive creatures also available in the series the magical unicorn society unicorns myths and
monsters 9781789293494 the magical unicorn society baby unicorns 9781789294811

I Heart Unicorns: Volume 2
2018-08-07

everyone loves unicorns so enter their world with this captivating coloring book fly away to a magical land and lose
yourself in a world of unicorns rainbows and shooting stars here these legendary one horned creatures enjoy cupcakes ride
on a carousel and prance in the snow packed with pages to color and with a pretty foiled cover this beguiling book is sure
to be a unique orn gift

I Heart Cute Unicorns: Volume 6
2020-09

everyone hearts unicorns and these are the cutest ever this entry in the i heart series will delight fans of the magical
mythical creature take out your crayons pencils or pens or paints and start coloring in an enchanting universe of unicorns
the adorable pictures include a sleepy unicorn relaxing in a bubble bath prancing unicorns at a party with cake and
celebratory banners and a unicorn flying in the sky with a rainbow and stars every page features something delightful

True Heart
2008-06-25

in the beautiful armor joseph lequire has created for moonsilver no one can tell he is a unicorn it s safe for heart to travel
to bidenfast where she hopes to find her gypsy friends but the streets are jammed with people in town for the crowning of
the new lord irmaedith and the young lord himself takes a special interest in the unicorns will heart be able to keep her
secret

I Heart Unicorns
2019-08-28

this unicorn quote journal notebook makes the ideal appreciation gift for any family members or friends this unicorn
notebook features 110 blank pages and is 6 x 9 inches in size

The Magic of Unicorns
2020-08-11

a comprehensive yet easy companion on how unicorn spirit guides can help us on our ascension journey discover how to
connect with your unicorn guides raise your vibration advance on your ascension path and attract more love light healing
and happiness unicorns are beings of the angelic realms who are returning to earth to aid us on our path to ascension they
bring messages of hope and remind us to stay positive as we prepare for a golden future diana cooper world renowned
angel ascension and atlantis expert has been communicating with unicorns for over a decade and showing others how to
connect with these beings in this book she teaches you how to connect with your unicorn and recognize the signs of its
presence call unicorns into your dreams and learn to interpret their messages work with your unicorn to heal your
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personal family and ancestral karma discover your soul purpose and invoke your unicorn to illuminate it create a unicorn
crystal grid for blessings and healing through the meditations visualizations and journalling exercises included in each
chapter you will become attuned to the unicorns light energy and begin to see positive shifts in your life

The Wonder of Unicorns
2019-11-05

a guide to engage with the majesty and wisdom of unicorn energy reveals the role of unicorns in our soul evolvement today
as well as in legends and myths and explains how they open our hearts offer protection and support and inspire us to
choose actions for the highest benefit of all provides many exercises meditations ceremonies dream work practices and
games to help you consciously connect with your unicorn raise your energetic level and spiritually progress on your
journey to enlightenment shares anecdotes and real life stories of people meeting unicorns and experiencing their energy
fully of the angelic realms unicorns live in the seventh dimension the seventh heaven these beautiful creatures are aspects
of the divine in the same way angels are while angels work through the heart unicorns work with the soul and help you
fulfill your pre life contracts through their energy in the wonder of unicorns diana cooper explains ancient myths and
legends of these amazing energetic beings from a higher spiritual perspective who are they these seventh dimensional
creatures of myth and magic where do they stand in the angelic hierarchy and what is their role with regard to us humans
how can you meet and engage with them as an individual these magical beings of light absent from the earth for many
centuries are now returning to guide humanity on their spiritual path prevalent in the times of atlantis unicorns open
hearts through bringing in joy wisdom and healing they offer protection and support and inspire us to choose actions for
the highest benefit of all consciously connecting and working with your unicorn will enable you to raise your energetic
level and assist you on your journey to enlightenment create a unicorn humming ball engage in a unicorn healing or join in
dream work with your unicorn whether aspiring to help the world at large or simply improve a small corner of it
enlightenment seekers can apply the meditations rituals ceremonies and games featured in this book to unleash the great
abilities of these elusive spirit guides with wonderful real life stories and anecdotes from people who have seen and
experienced unicorns first hand the wonder of unicorns is a book to inspire and empower you on your spiritual path

True Heart
2003-04

for use in schools and libraries only hidden behind his new armor moonsilver s identity as a unicorn is safe enabling heart
to travel into bidenfast to find her long lost friends but they must first get past the crowd gathered in honor of the new lord
irmaedith

I Heart Unicorns
2018-03-06

unleash a life lived in color with this magical unicorn coloring book let your imagination run wild as you color in these
beautifully intricate line drawings of these mystical creatures de stress and discover your creative side as you fill each
page with color now you can be a unicorn in a field of horses after all when you reduce life to black and white you never
see rainbows

Moonsilver
2001-11

heart a lonely young girl finds companionship and purpose when she discovers a unicorn in the forest and tries to protect
the magical animal

Silver Thread
2001-12

ruth the healer gives a young girl named heart a magical silver thread to help heart protect her beloved unicorn from cruel
lord dunraven
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Guardian of the Unicorns
2021-11-02

a long long time ago in a galaxy far far away there was a world named unicornica a young princess morgana tried to save
the unicorn from mariana as she wanted to have their magical horns so that she would remain immortal many unicorns
lived in unicornica mariana was keen on getting the golden horn of a winged unicorn will morgana save the unicorns will
mariana amend her ways will the unicorns get back their horns read this book to find out attention all bookworms hold
onto your bookmarks because we have some news for you hsag has officially closed up and won t be publishing new books
anymore but don t fret just yet you can still get your hands on their old beloved books online for all your reading needs so
dust off your e readers and hop online to experience the magic of these fantastic reads happy reading book lovers

Heart Tears of a Unicorn
2008-05

this book is the second one to merdale the beginning get another view of what is happening in the other realms and try to
guess how these worlds are connected follow coda as she travels through a mystical world full of tears love and hate
diamond chaser and a mysterious man try to help coda find her long forgotten father be with them in their search as they
face peril taste the food that they ate and find out just what it means when they say not all is as it seems see what happens
when they finally face flocker foot a black hearted creature the ending will amaze you

Daisy and the Trouble With Unicorns
2021-03-18

the brand new laugh out loud daisy adventure for readers of 6 9 from bestselling author of the oi frog series kes gray here
comes trouble it s gabby s birthday and daisy is the guest of honour at her party what s even more exciting is that gabby
has been given two toy unicorns for her birthday they re so sparkly and soft and fluffy and cuddly trouble is these unicorns
are also magic and very chatty and they re giving daisy all sorts of troublesome ideas

Waiting for Unicorns
2015-01-22

a novel about one girl s journey to the arctic where she discovers the power of letting go of pain and opening up to second
chances when twelve year old talia still reeling from the recent death of her mother is forced to travel with her emotionally
and physically distant whale researcher father to the arctic for the summer she begins to wonder if the broken pieces
inside of her will ever begin to heal like her jar of wishes talia feels bottled up and torn everything about life in churchill
feels foreign including sura the traditional inuit woman whom talia must live with but when sura exposes her to the
tradition of storytelling she unlocks something within talia that has long since been buried her ability to hope to believe
again in making wishes come true a rich and poignant story about opening up to new people to second chances to moving
forward with life praise for waiting for unicorns debut author hautala s writing in this first person narrative is lyrical and
evocative her descriptions of the landscape are vivid written by an author to watch this quiet story of loss and healing will
appeal to thoughtful readers kirkus reviews this poignant story demonstrates that opening up to new experiences places
and people can enrich life even in the aftermath of tragedy school library journal an affecting exploration of grief and the
hope that can come through the love of good friends with spellbinding descriptions this story will stay with readers
publishers weekly contemplative writing a thoughtful examination of loss and hope booklist hautala mines the frigid setting
for some exquisitely wrought metaphors of sadness and grief and tal s reflections on her situation are lyrical and yet still
appropriate given her age readers who were touched by holly goldberg sloan s counting by 7s will find this to be a similarly
moving tale bccb reviews middle school readers will embrace talia and her new family in the arctic and perhaps receive the
message about the power of stories to heal voya reviews this is a well written tween novel that deals with growing pains
grief and loneliness school library connection

A Field Guide To Identifying Unicorns By Sound
2007-05

a note about the price this book is of a rare nature not for the general public and the author has priced it accordingly less
affluent readers are invited to pursue used copies or contact the author directly a pragmatic reference replete with tips
and easy to digest tidbits from folklore physics and literature this field guide is at once a commonplace book a work of
refined playfulness and wit and ultimately a self help tool for centering and opening awareness through active listening
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blending the author s signature sensitivity to the awe and magic wrapped up in folkloric phenomena with a tongue in cheek
bending of scientific principles to his fanciful purpose this concise book uniquely balances humor scholarship spirituality
and imagination as readers open their ears and awaken their inner senses they are guided to effortlessly attune to
whispers of the soul readers may set off in search of hearing a unicorn but through deep listening they are likely to
encounter their higher selves dozens of easy to grasp deceptively sensible illustrations expertly marry science and whimsy
delightful enchanting and unique it is perhaps the ultimate in whimsical zoology

The Unicorn's Secret
2002-08-05

heart has no family found abandoned as a baby she now lives a hard and lonely life in the dusty village of ash grove then
one day she finds a scarred skinny horse in the forest against the wishes of her mean spirited guardian simon heart adopts
the mare and names her avamir when she realises avamir is in foal heart is thrilled and so too is simon now he has two
horses he can sell to the slaughterhouse instead of one but when the colt is born heart finds him weak and with a strange
bump on his forehead a bump that begins to crack open to reveal a silver point beneath heart realises that the horses are
actually unicorns magical creatures from ancient legend but why are they here and how is their destiny linked with heart s
own being creatures of legends heart is afraid that if the unicorns aren t lead away from ash grove they will surely be
captured and killed by the superstitious villagers can she find a way to protect them and the only love she has ever known

The Natural History Of Unicorns
2014-03-06

for centuries unicorns have inspired enchanted and eluded humanity the beast appears in the old testament and there was
a brisk trade in unicorn parts in medieval times with travellers regularly reporting sightings into the modern era but by the
early twentieth century scientists had conceded that the unicorn never existed it turns out they were a little hasty where
did the unicorn come from and how was it accepted as a part of the animal kingdom for so long chris lavers argues that
although the unicorn of our imagination isn t real traces of its character can be found in existing species in this lively and
vivid exploration of the natural world lavers follows the beast s trail to the plateaus of india and into the jungles of africa to
unearth the flesh and blood ancestors of our iconic unicorn

Unicorn Magic
2010-08-25

unicorn magic teaches you about the true nature of unicorns why people are now remembering them and their purpose for
returning to this planet at this time included in this book are messages meditations and exercises to help you heal your
heart and discover and manifest your soul s purpose you will find out more about the psychic children what they have come
to teach us and how healing your heart chakra with these powerful tools can lead to an increase in joy prosperity and
success in your life you will discover 8 unicorn signs and symbols and how to decode messages in numerology this book
will also teach you how to use past lives as a healing modality how to use quantum physics to discover the ultimate nature
of reality and how to use hermetics to understand the vibrational qualities of the elementals including fairies mermaids and
sylphs the teachings in this book will transform your life

Unicorn Rising
2021-09-14

are you seeing unicorns everywhere there is a reason unicorns are appearing more and more in modern culture their
energy is coming through right now to help those who are ready to raise their vibration and live their most authentic life in
unicorn rising holistic healer calista explains the true symbolism and energy behind the unicorns why right now is a
significant time for us to integrate with their healing power and what the unicorns can do to help you on your soul journey
you ll learn to live your unique path power and purpose through releasing what s been hindering your creative expression
with the unicorns as your tour guide on this magical life changing adventure learn ways of honouring both your humanity
and your divinity and live in greater harmony with the world through calista s original blend of energetic attunements
meditations tools and risingreflections exercises woven with her personal story of rising from closed off scientist to
unstoppable she ra this book shows you that you too can ascend with the unicorns to live in alignment with your soul
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The Tears of the Unicorns I: Temptation
2021-07-28

the angel caylen is entrusted with guiding eliya back to the path of light but when his assignment is terminated she takes
her own life in despair caylen cannot bear to lose his charge and desperately searches for a way to bring her back to life
that is when he stumbles upon the holy grail which he learns will show its amazing powers in combination with unicorn
blood he steals the grail and sets off to find a unicorn because of her gift for seeing the future miriel caylen s sister is sent
to bring back the grail sirion a mage will help her with her task an adventurous and dangerous journey begins and soon
there is much more at stake than there first seemed to be

The Wonder of Unicorns
2012-06-01

ancient myths and legends are explained from a higher spiritual perspective in this guide to the amazing energetic beings
known as unicorns whether aspiring to help the world at large or simply improve a small corner of it enlightenment
seekers can use the meditations rituals and ceremonies featured in the book to unleash the great abilities of these elusive
spirit guides supported by the author s personal connection experiences unicorns are revealed not as mere fantasy but
rather similar in presence and power to angels

Universal Decay: DragonFire
2019-08-09

welcome to the world of dragonfire the heavy metal fantasy expansion for the universal decay dead stars rule book a
roleplaying sourcebook for hardcore weird characters usable in anything from typical tolkien esque pseudo europe games
to replicating album covers from your favorite metal bands no points are awarded for figuring out which way the pre made
campaign setting included in this book went so make a gnome with a spaghetti western fetish a blood drinking assassin a
dwarven bardic priest of the cult of heavy metal or any other bizarre character that you have always wanted to play that is
the normal around here

Demonkin
2007

as two continents prepare for a world wide war a small group of alceans plot to free the dielderal elves from the grip of the
federation the goal is to make the elves simply disappear but over a thousand elven children are held captive in the four
major cities of the federation and the dielderal elves will not flee while their children are endangered complicating matters
are the births of a new breed of demonkin the claws of alutar while the k san demonkin are charged with crushing alcea
the claws of alutar are singular in purpose their goal is to assassinate the heroes of the mage and their victory would spell
far more than defeat for alcea as the world would crumble into a decaying ball of misery book 4 of the demonstone
chronicles

ユニコーンに乗って（下）
2022-09-21

主演 永野芽郁 西島秀俊 杉野遥亮ら出演で話題のtbs火曜ドラマが完全ノベライズ 教育系スタートアップ ドリームポニー ceoの成川佐奈 26歳 は ビジネスパートナーである不動産グループ御曹司の須崎功 26歳 元銀行員
で人生経験豊富な小鳥智志 48歳 に支えられ ついに憧れの存在である女性起業家 羽田早智 43歳 から認められるまでに成長した しかし そんな佐奈への想いを抑えきれない功が 社内恋愛禁止 のルールを破って告白してしまい
新しいチャレンジに挑むすべての人を応援する 大人の青春ストーリー 感動のフィナーレへ

Building Your Own Unicorn
2017-02-06

in his new book eric nichols underscores the fact that nothing amazing is expected to happen if you re going to approach it
from a typical fashion therefore building your own unicorn isn t your typical relationship book it s an in your face book that
stresses the fact that in order to build a fairytale relationship it requires a heavy dose of reality building your own unicorn
emphasizes why every successful relationship is built by volunteers this must read book will not only challenge your
blueprint your concept of how to build a relationship but provide you with keys to turn your relationship into one that
skeptics say only exist in movies building your own unicorn explains why it s possible that sometimes you can get exactly
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what you want and want nothing that it produces building your own unicorn it s just a how to book but a why to book this
book holds the secrets to making fairytale relationship a reality

Mimesis as Make-Believe
1990

representations in visual arts and fiction play an important part in our lives and culture walton presents a theory of the
nature of representation which shows its many varieties and explains its importance his analysis is illustrated with
examples from film art literature and theatre

Drawing Unicorns - How to Draw Mythical Creatures for the Beginner
2015-01-10

drawing unicorns how to draw mythical creatures for the beginner contents introduction part i tales of the unicorns the
hunt of the unicorn unicorns in christianity medieval ages a treasure trove of unicorns other hidden or religious meanings
modern and children s literature recreational projects pop culture and film non fiction and mysticism a unicorn s horn part
ii how to draw unicorns drawing tools the drawing process setting a creative intention what does drawing in layers mean
rendering basic rendering exercises parts of the unicorn anatomical structure and proportion perspectives foreshortening
mannequinization gesture and contour drawing hair drawing in layers lines shapes and gesture drawing form construction
detailing unicorn rendering the unicorn s horn glossary the author introduction faraway beyond the mountains and seven
skies there exists a land of wonders where friendly dragons and unicorns frolic freely neath the radiance of a thousand
suns when the pure hearted calls upon them these creatures elude the veils of obstruction and offer their assistance to
fulfill noble causes in a nutshell this is the tale of the unicorns after our wonderful journey in the world of dragons we now
embark on a new exploration that attempts to uncover the truths and myths behind another mythical beast that has eluded
humanity for ages the unicorns unicorns the second of the how to draw mythical creatures for the absolute beginner series
is divided into two parts part one delves into historical accounts which may lend to the credibility or fraudulence behind
these beloved creatures part two discusses drawing techniques designed to instruct and develop the creative skills of
novices some aspiring artists would like to learn the craft or hone their talent to prepare themselves for a career in the arts
others are just seeking a productive recreation rather than a lucrative one regardless of your purpose the drawing methods
tackled in this course builds on the creative foundations most beneficial to the absolute beginner without further ado i
welcome you to join me in a quest for unicorns

The Journey Home
2003-12

heart is convinced that the old man from castle avamir can help her find her family but the old man has been taken
prisoner by lord dunraven

みどり子作品集「ユニコーンの乙女」
2022-12-05

国の資源であるユニコーンを迎えるための寺院ーーそしてそこに暮らす 穢れのない乙女たち ユニコーンに憧れ かの訪れを人一倍望む乙女 ユウは ある日寺院に訪れた王立騎士団のジャックと出会い 表題作ほか計４編収録

Bad Unicorn
2019-08-07

who said all unicorns have to be good xavier isn t like other unicorns he s got attitude and the tongue to match but that
attitude gets him kicked out of unicaria the secret part of the forest where all the unicorns live with nowhere to go xavier
wanders for days until he is befriended by a young man and woman from a nearby village together they accidentally
uncover an evil wizard s plot to invade unicaria and kill all the unicorns when no one believes their story they take matters
into their own hands and embark on a quest to save the unicorns and unknowingly the world bad unicorn is a standalone
fantasy novel that tries not to take itself too seriously follow xavier as he adjusts to the humanoid world while trying to
save everyone he s ever known filled with fun and adventure humor and horror this book will change the way you look at
unicorns forever
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The Flaming Unicorn of the Ashen Volcano
2024-04-07

the flaming unicorn of the ashen volcano a fiery unicorn that lives in the arid landscapes of a dormant volcano goes outside
to stop an impending explosion from destroying its home and finds fire inside it summary in the middle of a magical
kingdom full of magic and mystery is a desert land shaped by a volcano that is no longer active this harsh seemingly empty
land is home to ember a fiery unicorn whose mane and tail glow with the flames of the volcano that holds it ember is as
unique as the land it s on when strange signs show that the volcano is about to explode threatening to destroy the empty
plains and everyone who lives there in a huge explosion ember s peaceful life is turned upside down ember is thrown into
an experience it could never have imagined when it thinks it might lose its home on this journey you will learn grow and
stay alive as ember leaves the comforts of the pale fields he finds a world full of magic danger and animals from mythology
ember makes friends with a lot of strange people but luna a phoenix whose life cycle of rebirth matches ember s own is the
most important one the friendship and unity they build with each other is their biggest strength during this trip ember
faces difficulties evaluating its bravery and strength as it leads ember through the dangerous whispering woods and solves
the ice sphinx s riddles ember s adventure shows how powerful it really is these tests not only teach ember how to be
strong physically but also how to be brave selfless and have an unbreakable spirit when ember and luna set the difficult
goal of calming the raging volcano they learn that strength alone isn t enough to get things done friendship and page 9 of
40 being ready to make sacrifices for the good of others are also especially important from the edge of disaster to the start
of a new era ember s story turns into a legend that inspires everyone in the world this story shows how important it is to
work together be brave and always be positive this description takes place in a fictional world where the impossible
becomes possible and ember a fiery unicorn becomes the hero of not only her own story but also the story of an entire
planet it tells a story of change adventure and the unbreakable bond between friends page 10 of 40 chapter 1 charred
lands and flame a huge empty plain lay in a mysterious area far away hidden by tall mountains and thick woods a big
dormant volcano lay beneath the top of this plain making it one of a kind ember the horse that was on fire lived here in the
gray and black volcanic ash that covered the whole area ember wasn t like other unicorns it was stunning to see with its
beautiful hair on fire and moving like it was dancing in the wind its feet sparkled like diamonds as it ran across the ground
leaving a light trail behind them the volcano had been dormant for thousands of years but now it was ember s home and a
peaceful place to relax there was a golden glow around ember every morning when he woke up as the sun was rising
ember s fiery mane would catch the first rays of sunlight making a beautiful show of brightness that stood out against the
dark surroundings then ember would start its day by racing over the well worn paths it knew paths that wound around
rocky outcroppings that looked like the spines of a huge sleeping animal and around large fields of ash because of the
warmth coming from deep in the ground life grew even though the area looked empty there were patches of bright red
grass all over the fields making for an interesting and beautiful scene this grass which was as red as ember s flames was
eaten by it it happily grazed loving the warm ground under its hooves the constant warmth of this place was a gentle
reminder of how strong that person really was ember had a calm life she spent her days thinking about herself and quietly
looking into things ember liked finding new places in the large ash fields and she would sometimes go near the edge where
the ash gave way to the solid hard rock of the volcano s shell from these spots ember could see the land around her the
woods that surrounded the white fields and the mountains that rose high into the sky the volcano was a scary silent
monster its rumblings were a memory and its explosions were a dream ember had heard stories about how the volcano
exploded and sent ash and flames into the sky the stories were whispered through the ash by the wind but that was a long
time ago in the harsh land around it the volcano was a safe place to stay warm and a steady presence ember s life was
simple but full of happiness there was a wide open sky above warm ground to rest on bright red grass to eat and nothing
else it seemed like its days had a natural flow like the beat of its heart ember didn t know it but her peaceful life was about
to change when ember s new story was about to start the volcano that had been keeping her safe in silence moved ashen
regions were not the only places ember would be going to on this exciting trip it would take it into new areas and to a
future it could never have imagined as the days went by ember noticed a small change in the mood that made her think of
something that was about to happen the ground under its feet which had been warm before became hotter all of a sudden
and the air was filled with excitement ember felt something stirring inside her like a spark of joy that meant something
new was about to start but she had no idea what it was so with its bright main light shining against the gray background
ember kept traveling the empty fields not knowing

The Unicorn Thief
2014-05-06

danger lurks in the mist twig and ben are unicorn riders guardians whose job it is to keep the last free unicorn herd safe
but a new danger is threatening the beautiful mysterious creatures of lonehorn island a thief from terracornus has snuck
onto the misty island and stolen ben s loyal unicorn indy there s only one path for ben and twig straight into the secret
shadowy heart of the island and through the passage to terracornus but their rescue mission is unexpectedly complicated
by a secret ben has been hiding a secret about the queen of terracornus who has enslaved all the unicorns of ben s
homeland a secret that could save them all or start a war
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I Heart Unicorns Coloring Book: Black and White Easter Coloring Pages
for Hours of Fun
2019-03-03

unicorn coloring book has a beautiful collection of 50 unicorns this children s coloring book is full of happy smiling
beautiful unicorns designs range in complexity and details from beginner to advanced level for girls of all ages the perfect
way to aid relaxation relieve stress and discover your inner artist and makes the perfect gift for the little girls in your life
and best kids coloring books for girls the coloring is fun for kids and has lots of benefits including improves fine motor
skills prepares children for school contributes to better handwriting color awareness and recognition improves focus and
hand eye coordination and help your child step away from the computer television set or the tablet she s attached to help
her express her creativity while enjoying herself as she colors these beautiful calming and inspiring pictures books this
entertaining unicorn book would provide hours of stress relief through creative expressions all pictures are on large 8 5 x
11 single sided pages to prevent bleed through of markings and color with a matte cover to finish please note this is not an
adult coloring book and the style is that of an ordinary child s coloring book hope your child likes this book buy now start
coloring and relax

The Boy Who Loved Unicorns
2018-12-20

the boy who loved unicorns by multiple time published book author nathan chase plummer is a beautiful and heartfelt tale
about the imagination of one brave little boy the courage of nicky chase will melt your heart and encourage you even in
adulthood to still believe through nicky s power of imagination he is able to overcome obstacles and adversity in his young
life this is an inspiring and uplifting true story that every adult must read and every child must hear a beautifully inspiring
reminder to always be kind embrace differences love without prejudice and to never stop chasing our dreams a much
needed message in today s world both the young and the young at heart will be transported and encourage us all to still
believe this hardcover book reads like a poem and is gorgeously illustrated from beginning to end and is guaranteed to
make your heart grow two sizes larger illustrated by a renowned european artist

Unicorns
2015-07-15

an enchanting treasury of unicorn lore for thousands of years unicorns have captured hearts minds and imaginations with
their whimsical mischievous spirit this enchanting collection invites you to leap into their magical world and surround
yourself in the tales that capture their power and beauty filled with dozens of magnificent illustrations each page brings
your favorite mythical creature to life right before your eyes shimmering mane and all so get ready for a magic filled
adventure unicorns takes you on a journey you won t soon forget

True Heart
2003-01

with moonsilver the unicorn disguised in armor young heart avamir searching for her gypsy friends attempts to travel
unnoticed through the crowds gathered for the crowning of a new lord

Unicorn Magic
2019-11-08

answer the unicorn s call to wondrously positive living this majestic book provides the keys to unlock your personal and
spiritual power award winning author tess whitehurst presents meditations rituals spells and exercises that help you enter
the realm of unicorns and live as they do uniting fierceness and courage with gentleness and grace unicorn magic uses
spiritual insights and techniques to combat the current madness of our culture with the beauty and wonder that is our true
legacy and birthright you ll explore a wide range of topics including unicorn altars energy work dream work activism and
alchemy through this magical guide you can awaken your intuition and make positive changes in your life and the world

A Unicorn in a World of Donkeys
2018-05-01
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an empowerment manifesto for creatives misfits innovators and disruptors from the star of so you think you can dance and
creator of broadway s finding neverland a unicorn in a world of donkeys offers a playbook for living a creative and
authentic life using her own story as a launching spot and creative quizzes charts and lists to engage the reader in an
interactive journey mia michaels explores the experience of the unicorn in a world of donkeys a world where fitting in
pleasing others following rules and maintaining norms no matter how messed up those norms are is the only acceptable
path she acknowledges the struggles of the unicorn life loneliness ridicule being misunderstood and undervalued and goes
on encourage readers to reframe the unicorn life the way she has as essential to a life of brilliance

Avalon: Web of Magic Book 4
2008-07-08

a unicorn whispers something has happened in the heart of aldenmor the fairy glade has vanished new animal refugees are
arriving in ravenswood including a mysterious wild unicorn the creature is frightened confused and wounded emily faces
her greatest challenge as a healer to save the unicorn if emily can learn the unicorn s incredible secret she may uncover
the most important clue yet to discovering her destiny and finding the legendary home of magic avalon but time is running
out secret of the unicorn is the fourth book in avalon of magic a twelve book fantasy series by rachel roberts for middle
grade readers through their magical journey the teenage heroines discover who they really are and run into plenty of good
guys bad guys and cute guys out of print for two years seven seas is pleased to return the avalon series to print in editions
targeted for today s manga readers with new manga style covers and interior illustrations
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